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Introduction
 

We are two months into “lockdown,” but three and a half months into the public health crisis as

more and more evidence of the Trump administration’s denial and dithering during February and

March come to light. The “handful of cases” dismissed by the president has now become almost

80,000 lives lost. In this issue we turn our attention to the complete politicization of the public

health crisis as Trump orders America back to work, overruling his own public health experts and

tweeting support for the intimidation of state legislators by angry, misinformed, and even armed

protesters. (Non-Violent? Civil? Disobedience? A Critique of the Anti-Lockdown Protests?)

 

The half hearted insufficiency of relief efforts comes to light. (Update on Unemployment

Compensation in the Pandemic and Did you get your Economic Stimulus Check?) 

 

 The national affordable housing crisis we were already experiencing is about to become more

acute as two or three months of rent come due, “relief” checks are garnished by the

government,   and discrimination against those in recovery or re-entry rages unchecked. (The

(Un)Affordable Housing Train Wreck is Here - Let’s Build a Grassroots Agenda to Deal With It).

 

Yet there is resilience, and there is hope. (Coping With Stress Amid COVID 19 Crisis and Hope)

Across the nation,   grassroots people, forced to choose between safety and their jobs, are

organizing, in spite of their differences, to demand more government funding and relief from

“rent slavery”. Grassroots organizations are proposing ideas for action, as well as educating

themselves and the public.

 

As one author put it, “The world will not be the same after the pandemic… and neither will we.”
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https://www.thinktanksonpoverty.com/non_violent_civil_disobedience
https://www.thinktanksonpoverty.com/update_on_unemployment_compensation_in_the_pandemic
https://www.thinktanksonpoverty.com/did_you_get_your_economic_stimulus_check
https://www.thinktanksonpoverty.com/the_un_affordable_housing_train_wreck_is_here
https://www.thinktanksonpoverty.com/coping_with_stress_amid_covid_19_crisis


Changes in sleep or eating patterns

Difficulty sleeping or concentrating

Worsening of chronic health problems

Worsening of mental health conditions

Increased use of alcohol, tobacco, or other drugs

Stay informed and updated on the news—but

(important but) limit your exposure to TV images

of pain and suffering so as not to become

overwhelmed by grief. Consider reading the news

online or in a “real” newspaper instead.

From the working poor to the homeless just

struggling to survive, people living in poverty deal

with an enormous amounts of stress on a daily basis.

After overcoming winter, where stress levels are at

their highest, the fear and anxiety of facing the

deadly COVID 19 virus can be overwhelming. An

inordinate amounts of stress gradually compromises

the immune system and puts this already vulnerable

population at an even higher risk.

 

This marginalized population has been left out of

the conversation and will again suffer through this

pandemic crisis without the care and resources

needed.

 

Let's get the message out to those in need. All lives

do matter!

 

Know the facts to help reduce stress. Share the

facts about COVID-19. Understanding the risk to

yourself and people you care about can make an

outbreak less stressful. Fear and anxiety about a

disease can be overwhelming and cause strong

emotions in adults and children. Coping with stress

will make you, the people you care about, and your

community stronger.

 

Stress during an infectious disease outbreak can

include

Fear and worry about your own health and the

health of your loved ones

 

 

From Psychology Today here are some tips helpful in

managing anxiety during this extraordinary time:

 

Eric Lee

Focus on the positive actions you can take to

prevent exposure to the virus, including social

distancing, hand-washing, and wearing a face

mask while you’re around others in places like

grocery and liquor stores.

Don’t  catastrophize  or minimize the health crisis

by exaggerating statistics or allowing loudly

opinionated, under-informed public figures to

influence you.

Remind yourself “this too shall pass,” and when it

does we will have changed, hopefully for the

better if we learn from our experiences to be

more resilient as we face future challenges.

Reflect with  gratitude  on everything good and

positive in your life and in the world.

Think about your loved ones, your shared histories,

things you’ve been through and survived together

in the past.

Make sure that voice in your head we refer to as

“self-talk” directs your thoughts and actions from

a place of information and positive action, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Even after we “open up” the state and go back to

“normal”. Nothing will quite be normal. 

 

The first tip in talking about a traumatic experience

like the pandemic: Don’t expect yourself, or life or

the world, to be exactly the same as you and they

were before the novel coronavirus arrived in our lives. 

 

Coping With Stress Amid COVID 19 Crisis
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Being and becoming resilient means
accepting that things, including

yourself, will be different.

https://www.cdc.gov/alcohol/fact-sheets.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/quit_smoking/index.htm
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/grief
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/gratitude
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/self-talk
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/trauma
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/coronavirus-disease-2019


In the last month, in states as diverse as Massachusetts, Georgia,

California, Virginia, and Michigan, there have been public anti-shelter-

in-place protests at state houses, capitals, and city halls. Protesters

carried signs that read “all jobs are essential,” “reopen America,” and

“shutdowns kill too.” In Boston, a conservative radio host addressed a

crowd of several hundred, saying, “I see churches closed, I see an

economic collapse, thousands of businesses bankrupt and shuttered –

all of this for a lousy virus? For a contagious flu at the absolute worse?

This is not a pandemic.”

 

Everyone wants the quarantine to end. But these protests raise some

important considerations. First, the overwhelming majority of the

protesters are not wearing masks and are therefore putting more

people (the police, other protesters, the news media) at risk. That is,

although they are calling for a return to “normal,” by risking the spread

of the virus, the protesters are potentially prolonging the very

quarantine they seek to end and thereby worsening the economic

fallout. Second, the president has tweeted support for these protests,

even though the governors of the states in question are following the

same federal guidelines that his administration put in place. 

 

It might be helpful to put these types of protests in context. The history

of modern non-violent civil disobedience runs from 19th-c British poet

Percy Bysshe Shelley and American philosopher Henry David Thoreau to

20th-c leaders like Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr. Non-

violent disobedience—along with labor actions, boycotts, and other

forms of organizing—has been a powerful political tool in US history,

helping to win the eight-hour day, the 19th amendment (the right for

women to vote), and the Civil Rights Act. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Besides practicing their 1st-amendment rights in ways that put other

people’s health in jeopardy (not wearing masks, not maintaining social

distancing measures), there have also been swastikas and confederate

flags present at these protests. In a gesture that can only be read as

intimidating, some protesters have also carried guns, including assault

rifles. .
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Non-Violent, Civil, or Disobedience?
 

A Critique of the Anti-Lockdown Protests
D.B. Ruderman

But what we are seeing across the
country is arguably neither non-violent,

civil, nor disobedient.

https://www.rt.com/usa/487773-massachusetts-state-house-lockdown-protest/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8278891/Thousands-anti-lockdown-protesters-turn-protests-country.html
https://www.rt.com/usa/487773-massachusetts-state-house-lockdown-protest/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/05/03/deborah-birx-protests-devastatingly-worrisome/3074953001/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/04/17/liberate-trump-tweets-support-protesting-against-stay-at-home-orders/
http://disobediencecivil.weebly.com/dr-martin-luther-king-jr.html


And while it is overstating things to suggest that the majority of

protesters promote racism, there have been racist overtones to a

number of the protests. In this sense, the protests call to mind the

Charlottesville protest of 2017, which was advertised as a call to

support “southern heritage” but was, in reality, something like a

reenactment of a KKK rally.

 

Furthermore, and perhaps most disturbing, the protesters are using a

form of protest, namely non-violent civil disobedience, that was

developed to challenge colonialism, slavery, segregation, and so on,

but they use it in order to argue for a return to “business as usual.” In

other words, they are using a strategy developed to fight for

emancipation and justice in order to push for a return to an economic

and social system that continues to oppress them (while there is no

way to know for sure, it seems unlikely that there were any corporate

CEO’s in the crowds of flag-waving protesters). No wonder the

president has voiced his support for these events; what could be better

than working class people demanding the status quo? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The appeal to freedom that the flag represents turns out to be an

appeal to free markets, that is, an appeal for the absolute freedom to

place profits over people. This is the problem of nationalism more

generally: an abstract idea such as freedom gets embedded in the

symbol of the flag and keeps us from thinking and acting in the best

interests of our families, our communities, and humanity at large. As

the great songwriter John Prine once sang (Prine is one of more than

80,000 Americans to die from Covid 19), “your flag decal won’t get you

into heaven anymore.”
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Finally, it is disturbing, although not
surprising, to see the American flag such
an omnipresent sight at these protests.



I find I love feeding the birds bread

One day the birds were eating away and a larger bird came and scattered the

smaller birds so that they could not eat

The larger bird wouldn’t let any other birds eat

Then 3 birds landed and he wouldn’t let them eat

I began referring to him as Big Orange

I thought what a bully you are Big Orange

Then 5 birds landed and he wouldn’t let them eat and they flew away

Then 7 birds landed and he wouldn’t let them eat

By this time, I was getting frustrated

Then about 9 birds landed and they kind of surrounded big orange

He backed up and flew away

What’s the moral of this?…. you tell me
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Donna Gibson



We are all struggling in this time of stay-at-home orders, quarantine, and other new
experiences, that makes us aware of who is protected and who is not.
 
What if we could imagine and implement new systems that benefit everyone?
 
As we listen to the news, we stand somewhere between fear and hope. By staying
tuned in and connected, we do not distance ourselves from the suffering and real
needs of others. Instead we care for those closest to us and lean into this new age
where new systems are forming.
 
I went out on the Internet and found some signs of hope. With increased awareness,
organizing and advocacy, we could see changes in the social and economic policies
in our country and around the world.
 

Universal health care 
College

Universal Basic Income 
Housing for all

Protecting the planet
 
Let’s keep learning and using our voices. We can have guaranteed access to
affordable housing, health care, education, and child care. We can have green jobs
with living wages and a universal basic income. We can address the climate crisis.
We must call for new public policies that serve everyone and transform our society. 
Tell your family and friends. Find out where your elected officials stand on these
innovative ideas.
 

Lesha Farias
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Hope

Now is the time. Change is possible.

https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/hblog20200319.920962/full/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/paulleblanc/2020/04/12/when-the-pandemic-is-over-will-us-higher-education-be-ready-to-get-people-back-to-work/#7df04e5b357a
https://www.citymetric.com/politics/universal-basic-income-coronavirus-stimulus-4993
https://www.washingtonpost.com/realestate/after-pandemic-safe-and-sound-affordable-housing-needs-to-be-addressed/2020/04/23/47a6a94c-7902-11ea-9bee-c5bf9d2e3288_story.html
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/04/1062322


“It’s affecting Americans across the income spectrum. The
National Low Income Housing Coalition found in 2018 that
a renter working 40 hours a week and earning minimum
wage can afford a typical two-bedroom apartment (i.e.,
not be cost-burdened) in exactly zero counties
nationwide.”
 
But wait, it gets worse! If the banks cannot negotiate
acceptable payment plans for the skipped months, we are
looking at a wave of homeowner foreclosures as we
experienced in the 2008 crisis. The result? More people
looking for affordable rentals.
 
Additionally, the suspension on evictions will end soon,
with multi-month rent bills due on demand that no stimulus
check can cover.
 
Not only that, additional early releases from jails and
prisons, due to the pandemic, will swell the homeless
population seeking shelter.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The grassroots groups have no access to the funds
needed, and find themselves consumed by working to
feed and care for the homeless. The real estate
developers and banks cannot do it at a level of profit
which is acceptable to their bottom line.
 
However, making the problem even worse, a “new” system
wide problem of discrimination has come to light.
Certainly the traditional kinds of landlord discrimination
against tenants still exist: sex, race, color, national origin,
religion, familial status (having children), and disability.
These kinds of discrimination have been outlawed, yet still
flourish.
 

The (Un)Affordable Housing Train Wreck is Here - 
Let’s Build a Grassroots Agenda to Deal With It

But a “new” discrimination - against those in recovery or
re-entry - is coming to light. One social service worker
even reports that landlords won’t rent to her clients who
are receiving mental health services. This last may even
be a violation of the existing Americans With Disabilities
Act.
 
About six years ago, we, the citizens of Ohio, pressed our
lawmakers to end employment discrimination against
returning citizens. This discrimination condemns those in
re-entry to a lifetime of unemployment. We can see the
negative impact of this discrimination on society. These
“new” housing discriminations against those in re-entry,
recovery, and receiving mental health treatment
condemn Ohioans to a lifetime of homelessness. We can
see the negative impact of this on our communities: the
desperation, suicide and drug use; the increasing number
of people without shelter; and the rise in social service,
medical, and criminal justice costs.
 
Developing A Grassroots Agenda on Affordable
Housing in Newark
 

It is time for the grassroots groups to begin to organize to
change public opinion and demand legislation against
the cruel and unusual punishment of lifetime
homelessness meted out by discriminatory landlords and
a system that turns a blind eye to the problem. Just as we
need to limit the employers’ rights to discriminate against
those in recovery and re-entry when it comes to jobs, we
have to limit the rights of landlords to discriminate in
housing. We have to OUTLAW discrimination.
 
We also need rental registration so that landlord claims
of property destruction can be validated, and so that
properties can be brought “up to code” before rental.
 
We may also need state funded “bonding” for tenants, as
we have for workers, and more subsidies like section
eight vouchers if rentals are priced out of the range of
tenants in or on the edge of poverty.
 
 

Allen Schwartz
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Here in Newark, no one has found a
solution on how to actually increase
needed housing stock on a scale

equal to the problem

https://www.habitat.org/costofhome/2019-state-nations-housing-report-lack-affordable-housing
https://www.acluohio.org/archives/blog-posts/updated-statement-on-our-covid-19-hotline-for-ohios-incarcerated-population


How Can We Do It?
 
First and foremost, we have to organize ourselves to loudly raise the
demand for change. Stand with us. We will stand with you. This is a
national problem. Let’s join with other organizations across the state
and nation.
 
*Demand rent relief on the federal level. Support Senator Brown’s bill
for rent relief.
 
“Sherrod Brown is going to introduce legislation this week to create a
$100 billion emergency rental assistance program. Economists
predict the coronavirus recession will continue well into 2021, yet
stimulus checks are getting spent now and the extra unemployment
boost expires in July. If Congress doesn’t take action now on
emergency rental assistance, we’ll see a tsunami of evictions that
could swamp Ohio’s homeless system while we’re still dealing with
the pandemic”. (COHHIO).
 
*Read about what other communities are doing. In some places,
renters are joining together to push back with rent strikes.
 
*Call on city and county government to fund affordable housing
projects and outlaw discrimination. In Columbus, the government has
established a fund to subsidize new affordable housing construction.
 
*Work to educate ourselves in workshops and seminars so we can
change public opinion, and persuade our public officials to act and
push back against discriminatory landlords.
 
*Bring local grassroots groups together for a meeting on the housing
crisis, reaching across differences to get the job done.
 
Let’s come together as grassroots organizations to educate and
persuade our state officials to act. Join with the Think Tank to change
public opinion and the law on discrimination .
 
Frederick Douglas said, “Power never conceded anything without a
demand.”
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The (Un)Affordable Housing Train
Wreck is Here - Let’s Build a
Grassroots Agenda to Deal With It
Allen Schwartz

Stand with us to make that demand.

https://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/national/coronavirus/group-organizing-what-is-being-the-called-the-largest-rent-strike-in-us-history
http://www.ahaco.org/
https://changewire.org/welcome-home-a-narrative-journey-for-safe-and-fair-housing-for-all/%20and%20COHHIO%20https:/cohhio.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/A-Place-4-Me.pdf


Since childcare is closed, then that is another issue with
returning to  work as well. Work is not providing any relief
with that when we have asked. But I will be required to
return to work when they call us back even if childcare has
not opened back up by then.
 
They have told us when we come back we will be working
by ourselves which I feel comfortable about, but we may be
paired up with someone and I have to just take their word
that they have followed all the social distancing practices
and hope they have. We have been told they do not have
masks to provide us (because they can’t get any ordered
with the shortage, probably because we are not essential
like a medical facility).   We are to provide our own on our
own dime, and as of right now they have an estimate of
three month’s supply of gloves. With where we’re at right
now, the chances of  getting these things are slim until who
knows when they catch back up on these supplies of things.
 
What I do know is I need an income to survive life!
These are the “knowns”,  kind of...
 
But the unknowns are the problem at this point. And I will
have to make decisions along the way for different reasons,
whether it is safety based; whether it’s income based
because we need food, housing, etc.; what's best and
manageable for all things considered; and what's best for
my children and me.
 
Today, if you ask, I may have one answer but down the road
at a later date I may have a different answer because of
life's necessities.
 
The President and governors are eager to “get America
back to work.” But the process of opening the country back
up violates the Trump administration’s own guidelines and
the advice of countless public health officials, driving up
the death count, already at 78,000 and up to a predicted
100,000 or more.

Workers will have to choose between their safety and
their jobs. Many will be compelled to be in an unsafe
situation. Meanwhile, Ohio has moved to implement
policy which will deny unemployment compensation to
workers who refuse to return to work for fear of their
safety.
 
“The Ohio Department of Job and Family Services set up
a website for employers to report workers who refuse to
come to work and emailed companies about it Friday.
The department’s policy indicates if people refuse to go
back to work and their jobs are available,  they cannot
qualify for unemployment benefits.
 
One Licking County worker, a mother of four, put it this
way:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
They started asking for volunteers the last couple of
weeks at work, and because I am playing school teacher
to 4 children in different grades, I feel that I need to be
home to help them to make sure that they pass and my
senior graduates. (It’s a struggle getting school work
done while I am home and, let's be honest, how can I
blame my kids for not wanting to do school work if I was
away at work and not there to manage completion of
the work?) So I have not been    volunteering so far.
Hopefully I am not looked at later down the line like I am
not a team player or my work ethic is any different
because I am not volunteering right now.
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Update on Unemployment
Compensation in the Pandemic
Allen Schwartz & Anonymous 

There are a lot of hard decisions that have to
be made during this time because I am not
the only one I have to think about, and I am
the only one my children are counting on.



Allen Schwartz
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Election 2020
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The Federal Government started sending these checks out in mid-

April. Just to recap:

 

1.The Economic Stimulus Checks are part of the CARES Act. It is a

massive government package to stimulate the U.S. economy and

put money directly in the hands of consumers. There are 5 groups of

people who will NOT receive a stimulus check.

 

2.  If you get Social Security, are a senior citizen or a railroad

retiree AND are not required to do a tax return, you will receive

$1200 per person.

 

3. Individuals will get up to $1200; married couples will get up to

$2400; and up to $500 for each qualifying child. The IRS calculates

the amount you get by looking at your tax return.

 

4. The money will be direct deposited to your bank account.

 

5. If the IRS does NOT have your banking information, the Treasury is
setting up a website with the IRS where people can put in their
bank account details and get direct deposit INSTEAD of a check in
the mail.
 

SO - If you or someone you know does NOT fit into 1-5, what are you

supposed to do?

 

The IRS has a website where they put updated information. Go to:

www.irs.gov/coronavirus

 

I went to that website and found out that my check is being mailed

to me around May 15. 

 

IS this a one-time only stimulus check for citizens?

 

On Friday, May 8, three U.S. Senators proposed a new bill called

the Monthly Economic Crisis Support Act. These Senators are saying

that if the U.S .can afford to bail out large corporations, then we

can also make sure that average citizens have enough money to

meet their needs, pay their bills, and feed their families. For

everyone making less than $120,000 per year, each married couple

filing jointly gets $4,000 per month; each individual gets $2,000,

and $2000 per child (up to 3 children). The checks would also be

retroactive to March 2020. To learn more, read here.

 

As of now the economic stimulus checks are a one-time only

benefit. But with proposed legislation like the bill above, U.S.

citizens could see help coming from the government.
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Did you
get your
Economic
Stimulus
Check?
Lesha Farias
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https://www.fool.com/investing/2020/04/19/5-groups-of-people-who-wont-get-a-stimulus-check.aspx
http://www.irs.gov/coronavirus
https://www.wusa9.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/bernie-sanders-kamala-harris-propose-2000-monthly-payments-for-new-stimulus-plan/507-8b13996e-558d-4680-b0fd-43807275041a
https://en.as.com/en/2020/05/11/other_sports/1589194397_177184.html


We are the Newark
Think Tank on Poverty

NTTP Facebook
 
www.ThinkTanksOnPoverty.com

Like what you read? Follow us on Facebook 
and subscribe to our newsletter.

https://www.facebook.com/NewarkThinkTank/
https://www.thinktanksonpoverty.com/
https://www.thinktanksonpoverty.com/

